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Abstract  Automatic creation of image descriptions, i.e. cap-
tioning of images, is an important topic in artificial intelligence
(AI) that bridges the gap between computer vision (CV) and
natural language processing (NLP). Currently, neural networks
are becoming increasingly popular in captioning images and
researchers are looking for more efficient models for CV and
sequence-sequence systems. This study focuses on a new image
caption generation model that is divided into two stages. Ini-
tially, low-level features, such as contrast, sharpness, color and
their high-level counterparts, such as motion and facial impact
score, are extracted. Then, an optimized convolutional neural
network (CNN) is harnessed to generate the captions from im-
ages. To enhance the accuracy of the process, the weights of CNN
are optimally tuned via spider monkey optimization with sine
chaotic map evaluation (SMO-SCME). The development of the
proposed method is evaluated with a diversity of metrics.

Keywords  CNN, image caption, proposed contrast, sharpness,
SMO-SCME algorithm

Tab. 1. List of terms and abbreviations.

AACR Algebraic amalgamation-based composed
representation

BI-LSTM Bidirectional LSTM
BI-GRU Bidirectional gated recurrent units
Bleu_1 Bilingual evaluation understudy
CNN Convolutional neural network
CV Computer vision
CMBO Cat mouse-based optimization
DG-GAN Dual generator GAN
DL Deep learning
DBN Deep belief network
FCA Face centrality attribute
GLP Global leader phase
GLL Global leader learning phase
GLD Global leader decision phase
gLSTM Guiding LSTM
GAN Generative adversarial networks
IGGAN Interactions guided GAN
LLD Local leader decision phase

LSTM Long short-term memory
LLL Local leader learning phase
LP Learning percentage
LLP Local leader phase
MK-KDES Multiple kernel-kernel descriptors
MFO Moth flame optimization
NLD Natural language description
NLP Natural language processing
NLG Natural language generation
NN Neural network

RMCNet ResNet with multi-scale module and adaptive
channel attention

SSA Salp swarm algorithm
SSO Shark smell optimization
SMO-SCME SMO with sine chaotic map evaluation
sLSTM Stacked LSTM
SMO Spider monkey optimization
TR Tag refinement
WHO Wild horse optimizer

1. Introduction

Automated image captioning entails image capturing, examin-
ing its content, and generating a linguistic description [1]–[3].
Automated portrayal of image contents, with an appropri-
ate level of expressiveness and accuracy, is a demanding
task. In order for the captioning of an image to be effec-
tive, three fundamental requirements need to be satisfied,
namely identifying attributes, objects, and their mutual as-
sociations [4]– [7]. However, identification of objects and
their associations with images is insufficient for producing
informative textual descriptions. Therefore, in order to rec-
ognize the content of a given image and to generate a text,
an automated tool is necessary which would be capable of
create various inferences from these identified objects and
their associations [8]–[10]. An effective image captioning
model aids in multimodal machine conversion and word sens-
ing disambiguation by reducing the level of uncertainty in
words [7], [11]–[13].
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Three key architectures of DL-oriented image captioning
schemes may be distinguished, namely end-to-end, attention-
based, and compositional. The schemes deployed for caption-
ing images are classified as those relying on the template-
based matching and retrieval-based approaches. In the former,
all attributes, actions, and objects visible in the image are
derived and packed into a stiff sentence pattern [14], [15].
The yield of the template-oriented matching model is not al-
ways sufficient and clear. In the latter approach, a visually
identical image is recovered from a larger database and the
recovered image’s captions are matched with the query im-
age [16], [17]. This model is characterized by a low level of
flexibility in terms of adjusting the recovered captions and
lacks in expressiveness and fluency [7], [18].
The contribution of the presented work is as follows. The
authors proposed a new model for extracting both low-level
and high-level data from image captions. The said data is
then used for caption generation with enhanced CNN and
SMO-SCME model weight adjustments.
The paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 presents relat-
ed works. Section 3 introduces the model concerned and
Section 4 explains the extraction of the proposed features.
Section 5 describes the optimal CNN with SMO-SCME-
aided optimization. Sections 6 and 7 illustrate the outcome
and offer conclusions, respectively. Table 1 summarizes the
abbreviations used.

2. Literature Review

Singh et al. [7] proposed an encoder-decoder oriented frame-
work in which CNN was deployed to encode visual features
of an image and sLSTM was relied upon, in combination with
bi-directional LSTM and unidirectional LSTM, to generate
captions in Hindi. To encode the ocular features of the image,
sLSTM and “V GG19” designs were deployed in the process
of generating captions at the decoder side. The results have
shown that the adopted method achieved better results.
Ye et al. [19] proposed an image caption generation scheme
depending on the optimized BI-LSTM model. A variant of
MFO was developed for optimization purposes. The per-
formance of the adopted approach was proven using varied
datasets, such as Flicker 8k, Flicker 30k, VizWik and Co-
co datasets, using renowned metrics, such as Cider, Bleu,
Spice and Rough. Performance simulations have proven that
B-LSTM achieved better results over the remaining schemes.
Zhang et al. [20] presented a system for creating a novel fea-
ture, known as MK-KDES-1, with the extraction of 3 KDES
features and MKL scheme fusing. MK-KDES-1 features con-
tribute to enhancing the Bleu score of captions. The subse-
quent issue was resolved by a new, effective two-layer tag
refinement (TR) approach incorporated into the NLG scheme.
Analyses have proven the system to be suitable for creating
image captions.
Sur et al. [21] defined AACR as a simplifying, language
structuring and modeling linguistic attribute (associated with
grammar and language) that improved the grammatical struc-

ture and corrected the sentences. AACR allowed structure
and represent feature spaces in a more accurate and unique
manner. Shan et al. [22] developed the IGGAN approach for
captioning images in an unsupervised mode. This technique
combined object-to-object communications with multi-scale
feature representation. Images were encrypted using RMC
Net to gain a robust representation of features. The created
sentence and the image were deployed to reconstruct one an-
other in IGGAN. The approach produced sentences with no
manual labeled image caption pairs. Yiwei et al. [23] present-
ed a multi-attention method by deploying both non-local and
local evidence for more effective image caption analysis. This
scheme, known as Magan, includes a discriminator and a gen-
erator. The adopted generator aided in generating more exact
sentences. At the same time, the discriminator was utilized to
determine if the sentences created were machine-generated
or case-specific.

Yang et al. [24] presented a capable approach relying on
the EnsCaption model. The solution intended to improve an
ensemble of generation-oriented and retrieval-oriented image
captioning schemes via an innovative DG-GAN network.
By relying on the adversary training procedure, caption re-
ranking and caption generation, it offered better retrieved
captions with superior scores and allowed lower ranking
scores to be assigned to the retrieved and created image
captions, thus offering improved effectiveness over other
schemes.

Zhao et al. [25] developed a multimodal fusion scheme to pro-
duce descriptions portraying image contents. The developed
technique involved four networks: CNN for feature extraction,
image attribute extraction, sentence modeling, and recurrent
network. Unlike extant models that anticipate the specific
words based upon hidden states, the presented approach de-
ployed the attributes of the image and designed recorded
words.

Ding et al. [41] deployed high-level visual characteristics to
serve as a foundation of a novel image captioning model.
To identify areas of an image that need attention, low-level
data, such as image value, was blended high-level elements.
Tests relying on MSCOCO and Flickr data sets proved that
the model performed well. Table 2 shows the comparison of
different image captioning schemes.

3. Proposed Image Caption Generation
Model

The proposed image captioning approach comprises three
stages. Initially, feature extraction is performed, deriving low-
level (contrast, sharpness, color) and high-level (motion and
facial impact score) features. The said features are then fed
to CNN that generates captions based on images. The CNN
weights are optimized via the SMO-SCME model, resulting in
precise image captioning. The SMO-SCME model is depicted
in Fig. 1.
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Tab. 2. Comparison of conventional image captioning systems.

Reference Deployed schemes Features Notes

[7] CNN • high efficiency
• improved Bleu score

Not capable of captivating the alphanumerical image
content

[19] B-LSTM • high Bleu score
• enhanced Cider score Occlusion may occur

[20] MK-KDES-1 • improved Bleu score
• creates more coherent features

Needs attention when dealing with visual image
contents

[21] AACR • high Meteor score
• high Cider score Other constructive elements should be included

[22] IGGAN • robust representation of features
• generates realistic sentences Suffers from insufficient common sensical reasoning

[23] Magan • high Cider score
• high Meteor score Additional discriminators increase the memory usage

[24] EnsCaption model • high Rouge score
• high Cider score Ranking procedure needs to be improved

[25] CNN • chooses optimal captions
• enhanced accuracy No deliberation on denser image captions

[41] High- and low-level features • efficiency is high
• accuracy is high

It is still difficult to describe visuals that have several
objects in them

Fig. 1. Proposed image caption generation scheme.

4. Extraction of High-level and Low-level
Features

Contrast [26] is defined as the ratio between the black and
white parts of the image, representing the gradual change
from black to white. The greater the contrast ratio, the more
gradients there are, and the richer color in a given area.
Initially, a gamma-corrected image is generated from the
input image as:

R = CXδ, (1)
where C is a constant positive constraint for controlling
brightness, X refers to the original image (its values should
be 0 and 1) and δ refers to a constant positive parameter which
indicates the gamma value.
The formula for calculating is:

C =
∑
y

γ(i, j)2Pγ(i, j), (2)

where Pγ(i, j) is probability of pixel distribution of gradation
variation of γ between neighboring pixels.
The γ(i, j) parameter in Eq. (2) is calculated:

γ(i, j) = |i− j|. (3)

However, for the proposed contrast score γ(i, j) is:

γ(i, j) =
|µ⃗− i|
|µ⃗− j| , (4)

which represents the difference between neighboring pixels.
µ⃗ implies the average of γ for neighboring pixels.
The candidate areas in the image for computing contrast score
C are initially transformed to luminance, and are then filtered
and re-sampled for obtaining width and height [26].
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Color is a significant feature for representing an image. It is
invariant, regardless of the image’s rotation, translation, and
scaling. Color spacing, quantification, and similarity compu-
tations are the key elements of extracting color features [27].
Image sharpness is an important parameter for evaluating im-
age quality. Sharpness quality directly impacts the subjective
feelings of humans [26]. In an image, sharpness refers to its
overall clarity in terms of both focus and contrast [28]. The
derived low-level features (sharpness, color, and contrast) are
together represented as FT low.
These features offer temporal data and are generally attained
using optical flow for detection the inappropriate motion
at the backdrop [29]. A motion processing analysis may be
performed for detecting motion, i.e. finding those locations
where anything is moving within the image [30].
Facial information plays a significant role in expressing image
semantics [26]. The presence of a face in every candidate
region is determined by the f score. Initially, a face denoted
by fs is standardized to a frame by:

FS =
Wi2f

Htim ×Wim
, (5)

in whichWi2f refers to the width of the face bound box in
pixels,Htim refers to the height of the image andWim refers
to the width of the image.
In the next step, FCA is formulated based on the Gaussian
formula as:

FCA =
1

2πσyσx
e−

∣∣∣∆y2
σ2y

+∆y
2

σ2y

∣∣∣
2 , (6)

where CenYf and CenXf are the centroid column and the
centroid row of the facial area, respectively, and:

σx =
2Wim
3
, (7)

σy =
Hyim
2
, (8)

∆y =
∣∣∣CenYf − wim2 ∣∣∣ , (9)

∆x =
∣∣∣CenXf − Htim5 ∣∣∣ . (10)

The facial impact score is:
f = αFS × β FCA, (11)

where α and β refer to scalars evaluated using logistic maps.
The derived high-level features (motion and proposed facial
impact score) are indicated as FT high.

5. CNN with SMO-SCME for Caption
Generation.

The derived low-level and high-level features are together sent
to CNN for caption generation. In CNN [26], every neuron
gets connected to nearby neurons located in the preceding
layer. At position in the l-th layer of the linked w-th feature
map, the features are computed as:

Blr,t,w =W
lT

w PI
l
r,t +D

l
w, (12)

whereW lw is the weight, Dlw stands for the bias of the w-th
filter linked to the l-th layer. At the center location (r, t) of the
l-th layer, the patch input is indicated as PI lr,t. The activation
value actlr,t,w related with convolutional features Blr,t,w is:

actlr,t,w = act(B
l
r,t,w). (13)

In the pooling layer the value of Clr,t,w is:

Clr,t,w = pool(act
l
m,h,w), ∀(mh) ∈ NN r,t, (14)

where NN r,t is the neighbor’s nearer position (r, t).
The prediction result factor occurs at output layer of CNN.
The CNN loss is:

Loss =
1
wn

wn∑
h=1

l
[
θ;C(h), F (h)

]
. (15)

The general constraint related withW lw andDlw is denoted
as θ, the counts of output-input relation is PI (h), C(h);h ∈
[1, . . . , wn]. The h-th input, the label and output are denoted
as PI (h), C(h) and F (h), respectively.
For solution encoding, CNN weightsW are optimally elected
via the SMO-SCME scheme. Representation of the solution
is shown in Fig. 2, where symbolizes the entire count of CNN
weights. The objective Obj of this research is:

Obj = Min(Er), (16)

where Er implies an error.

Fig. 2. Solution encoding scheme.

5.1. Proposed SMO-SCME Algorithm

The existing SMO model [31] offers a low level of accuracy.
Hence, to overcome this disadvantage, self-improvements
are proposed [32]–[39]. The proposed SMO-SCME model
includes four steps:
1) The monkey distance to the food calculation as kind of

fitness.
2) The positions are updated and fitness is re-computed for

each individual.
3) The local leader updates the position if the group is dis-

tributed as per perturbation rate.
4) When the group exceeds the bound of a maximum group,

a parent group is formed.
The initialization of all i-th spider monkeys SP i takes place
by:

SP ij = SPmin j +Du(0, 1)× (SPmax j − SPmin j), (17)

where SPmax j and SPmin j are the upper and lower limits of
SP i in the j-th dimension, andDu(0, 1) is a random number.
In the LLP phase, the i-th SP of the k-th subgroup is specified
using:

SPnew ij = SPmin j +DU (0, 1)× (llkj − SP ij) +
Du(−1, 1)× (SPrj − SP ij), (18)
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where SP ij is the i-th SP in the j-th dimension, llkj is the j-
th dimension of the k-th local group leader location, gl is the
group leader and SPrj is the r-th SP chosen from a random
k-th group in which r ̸= i. In the proposed SMO-SCME, the
update occurs as:

SPnew ij = SPmin j +Du(0, 1)× (llkj − SP ij) +
Du(−1, 1)× (SPrj − SP ij)× (19)(
wmax −

t

tmax
(wmax − wmin)

)
,

where implies the weight factor from 0 to 9.
During the GLP phase, the spider monkey position gets
updated as:

SPnew ij = SPmin j +Du(0, 1)× (glj − SP ij) +
Du(−1, 1)× (SPrj − SP ij), (20)

where glj is GL position and j ∈ 1, 2, . . . , I , V is a random
index. In the proposed SMO-SCME, the update occurs as:

SPnew ij = SPmin j +Du(0, 1)− probi × (glj − SP ij) +
Du(−1, 1)− probi × (SPrj − SP ij), (21)

where, probi is a random probability factor created using the
logistic map, Du(0, 1) is computed based on a chaotic sine
map.
The proi factor is:

proi = y ×
fiti

max−fit + x, (22)

where fiti is fitness of the i-th monkey. The best outcomes
are gained when y = 0.9 and x = 0.1.
The GL position is updated by deploying a greedy selection
procedure and SP with the best fitness value is elected to
determine the new position of GL. If GL position is similar
to the old one, the global limit count is increased by 1.
Similarly, the ll position of entire groups is updated using
a greedy selection procedure, and then SP with the best fitness
is selected. If the ll position is similar, then the local limit
count is increased by 1. If the position of ll is not updated,
i.e. the local leader limit is met, then the first step is repeated
using:

SPnew ij = SP ij +Du(0, 1)× (glj − SP ij) +Du(0, 1)×
(SP ij − llkj). (23)

The decision is taken based on the gl position. The population
is separated into subgroups if the gl position is not updated.
The groups are separated until the group count reaches the
highest allowed number of groups mg and, next, they are
fused to form a group.

6. Simulation Results

The proposed CNN + SMO-SCME method for generating
image captions was implemented in Python. The analysis was
performed using the “Flickr Dataset” [40] and the perfor-
mance of the CNN + SMO-SCME approach was evaluated
in comparison with the faster R-CNN [40], GLSTM [34],

LSTM, DBN, BI-GRU, CNN + CMBO, CNN + SSA, CNN
+ WHO, and CNN + SSO, with a wide variety of metrics
benchmarked. Accordingly, the analysis was carried out by
varying the LPs and different scores to represent the effec-
tiveness of CNN + SMO-SCME. The results are shown in
Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Sample image representation, DBN, and CNN + SMO-SCME
results.

6.1. Analysis of Varied Scores

Meteor, Cider, and Rouge scores achieved by the CNN +
SMO-SCME scheme are revealed in Fig. 4. Rouge provides
a set of metrics used to assess the performance of machine
translation and automatic summarization software in natural
language processing. The metrics contrast is an automatically
generated summary, a translation with a summary reference,
translation or a collection of references. The Meteor measure
has demonstrated stronger connection with human partici-
pants in terms of assessing the overall quality of the descrip-
tion. The remaining metrics rely on caption rankings and are
unable to assess novel content.
It has been found that the correlation between these mea-
surements and human judgement is rather poor. Our metric
compares a machine-created sentence with a group of sen-
tences that were written by humans for reference. The con-
cepts of grammaticality, saliency, relevance, and accuracy
(precision and recall) are essentially captured by our metric
using sentence similarity.
The presented model was compared with Faster R-CNN
[40], gLSTM [34], LSTM, DBN, BI-GRU, CNN + CMBO,
CNN + SSA, CNN + WHO, and CNN + SSO schemes. The
Meteor score attained by the CNN + SMO-SCME scheme, in
comparison with Faster R-CNN [40], gLSTM [34], LSTM,
DBN, BI-GRU, CNN + CMBO, CNN + SSA, CNN + WHO,
LSTM [41] and CNN + SSO, regarding diverse LPs, is shown
in Fig. 4a. The proposed model achieves a higher Meteor
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score than the schemes it is compared with. The CNN + SMO-
SCME model offers enhanced values at the 90th LP, compared
with the Meteor score outputs at other LPs. Similarly, the
Cider score of CNN + SMO-SCME method reached a higher
value of 1.609 at the 90-th LP, whereas the conventional
models achieved lower values.

Figure 4c shows that the CNN + SMO-SCME technique
achieved a better Rouge score (0.70) than other models at the
90th LP.

In the next step, a CNN that has been optimized to produce
captions based on an image is used to create the captions.
The weights of CNN are tuned using SMO with SCME to
increase caption generating accuracy.

Fig. 4. Comparison of the proposed approach with other schemes
for: (a) Meteor, (b) Cider, and (c) Rouge scores.

6.2. Analysis Using Bleu Score

Bleu is a bilingual evaluation understudy algorithm which
assesses accuracy of text in such a way that quality is de-
fined as the similarity between machine-generated output and
a professional human translation. Today, Bleu still remains
one of the most widely used automated metrics. The Bleu
score of the proposed CNN + SMO-SCME scheme is evalu-
ated in comparison with Faster R-CNN [40], gLSTM [34],
LSTM [41], DBN, BI-GRU, CNN + CMBO, CNN + SSA,
CNN + WHO solutions, as well as with the CNN + SSO
scheme for various LPs. The evaluation was performed with
datasets from [40], and the relevant results are summarized
in Table 3. As shown in the table, the CNN + SMO-SCME
scheme provides better outputs at the 90th LP than other LPS.
In the Blue 1 case, the DBN model achieved the worst results.
Thus, the advantage of the developed model is proven.

6.3. Convergence Analysis

The cost function of the SMO-SCME scheme, compared
with CMBO, SSO, SSA, WHO, and SMO, is illustrated in
Fig. 5. The SMO-SCME has generated lower costs in the
5–25 iteration range and higher cost values at lower iteration
values. However, the cost factor still remains better than that
of the compared schemes.

Fig. 5. Convergence analysis: SMO-SCME scheme vs. other models.

6.4. Time Analysis

Table 4 presents the comparison of computational time typical
of the SMO-SCME method and other methods (CMBO, SSO,
SSA, WHO, and SMO) and allows to evaluate performance
of the system. The SMO-SCME system achieved lower values
than CMBO, SSA, WHO, and SMO methods. The SSO
is characterized by the lowest value among all techniques
assessed. However, since the remaining scores attained by the
SMO-SCME are better than those of SSO, this difference can
be disregarded. Next to SSO, the WHO model has gained the
time over CMBO, SSA, and WHO. Thus, the computational
time improvement of the SMO-SCME scheme is proven.
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Tab. 3. Comparison of CNN + SMO-SCME model with other schemes using the Bleu score.

LP
Faster

R – CNN
[40]

gLSTM
[34]

LSTM
[41] DBN BI-

GRU
CNN +
CMBO

CNN +
SSA

CNN +
WHO

CNN +
SSO

CNN +
SMO-
SCME

60 Bleu-1 0.78 0.76 0.76 0.77 0.79 0.77 0.75 0.79 0.78 0.80
60 Bleu-2 0.61 0.60 0.59 0.61 0.63 0.59 0.58 0.59 0.58 0.63
60 Bleu-3 0.47 0.46 0.45 0.47 0.49 0.46 0.44 0.48 0.48 0.49
60 Bleu-4 0.24 0.27 0.27 0.29 0.30 0.27 0.24 0.30 0.30 0.36
70 Bleu-1 0.81 0.80 0.79 0.79 0.79 0.81 0.79 0.80 0.79 0.80
70 Bleu-2 0.64 0.64 0.63 0.61 0.62 0.65 0.62 0.63 0.61 0.63
70 Bleu-3 0.49 0.50 0.49 0.48 0.48 0.52 0.48 0.49 0.46 0.49
70 Bleu-4 0.27 0.30 0.27 0.24 0.28 0.33 0.26 0.26 0.22 0.36
80 Bleu-1 0.79 0.77 0.79 0.79 0.80 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.80
80 Bleu-2 0.62 0.61 0.62 0.62 0.64 0.63 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.64
80 Bleu-3 0.47 0.47 0.49 0.49 0.49 0.48 0.48 0.49 0.49 0.50
80 Bleu-4 0.28 0.32 0.34 0.32 0.30 0.24 0.28 0.34 0.38 0.36
90 Bleu-1 0.79 0.80 0.78 0.77 0.79 0.81 0.79 0.78 0.76 0.80
90 Bleu-2 0.62 0.64 0.62 0.61 0.63 0.65 0.63 0.61 0.59 0.64
90 Bleu-3 0.48 0.50 0.49 0.48 0.50 0.51 0.49 0.48 0.46 0.50
90 Bleu-4 0.31 0.35 0.34 0.33 0.32 0.36 0.28 0.33 0.29 0.37

Tab. 4. Time analysis (in seconds) using SMO-SCME vs. conven-
tional models.

LP CMBO SSO SSA WHO SMO SMO-
SCME

60 186 63 435 178 116 99
70 185 93 415 180 116 99
80 195 93 415 180 116 100
90 195 93 415 180 116 100

6.5. Feature Analysis

Table 5 presents the result of analysis of the developed CNN
+ SMO-SCME scheme and its comparison with the SMO-
SCME model without lower-level features, SMO-SCME
without higher-level features, and the proposed model without
optimization. The study covers such metrics as Bleu, Meteor,
Cider, and Rouge scores. The CNN + SMO-SCME achieved
better values than SMO-SCME without lower-level features,
SMO-SCME without higher-level features, and the proposed
model without optimization. Moreover, the SMO-SCME
model without lower-level features was characterized by
relatively lower Bleu, Meteor, Cider, and Rouge scores than
those of the SMO-SCME scheme without higher-level features
and those of the proposed model without optimization.

Table 6 summarizes the performance of the former EC + SI-
EFO scheme and the proposed CNN + SMO-SCME model.
From the results, one may notice that the CNN + SMO-SCME
model achieved better results than EC + SI-EFO. This is due
to enhancements in the proposed methodology.

Tab. 5. Feature analysis and summary.

Metrics
CNN +
SMO-
SCME

SMO-
SCME
without
lower

features

SMO-
SCME
without
higher

features

Proposed
without op-
timization

Bleu-1 0.80 0.62 0.76 0.77
Bleu-2 0.63 0.55 0.50 0.60
Bleu-3 0.49 0.36 0.36 0.46
Bleu-4 0.36 0.14 0.17 0.27
Cider 1.57 1.09 1.11 1.15
Rouge 0.69 0.64 0.54 0.66
Meteor 0.39 0.34 0.25 0.37

Tab. 6. Analysis of the EC + SI-EFO model and the proposed CNN
+ SMO-SCME scheme.

Metrics CNN + SMO-SCME EC + SI-EFO
Bleu-1 0.80 0.77
Bleu-2 0.63 0.58
Bleu-3 0.49 0.44
Bleu-4 0.36 0.26
Cider 1.57 1.43
Rouge 0.69 0.63
Meteor 0.39 0.37

7. Conclusion

The proposed image caption-generating model relying on
low-level and high-level features provides improved caption
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generation accuracy with the CNN weights tuned via SMO-
SCME. The better performance of the offered scheme was
proven in comparison with other methods. Specifically, the
CNN + SMO-SCME scheme achieved better estimation re-
sults for all Bleu scores at the 90th LP. In the case of Bleu 1,
the DBN model was characterized by outputs that were worse
than those of other schemes, e.g. Faster R-CNN, gLSTM,
LSTM, BI-GRU, CNN + CMBO, CNN + SSA, CNN + WHO,
and CNN + SSO at the 90th LP. The SMO-SCME model
achieves the minimum calculation cost value of 99.24 at the
the 70th LP, which is negligible compared to CMBO, SSA,
WHO, and SMO approaches.
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